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RATIOTEC 
WE SUPPORT RETAIL

In Essen, in the heart of the Ruhr area, we have dedicated 
ourselves since 2003 to developing customized cash-handling 
solutions. 

Whether a single or mutiple retailer, bank or casino: with us 
you can find the best products for what you need – „Design 
and Engineering in Germany“.

Our philosophy: high quality, functional design, sustainable 
service and expert advice. 

This is also appreciated by our long-term, national and inter-
national customers.

Your ratiotec Team

“The secret of success is 
   to get the other person‘s point of view.”

Henry Ford
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2003

2005

2008

2009

2010

2014

2016

2017

2006

Founding of the company
Head office on the grounds of the Zeche Zollverein in Essen, Germany.
Marketing of banknote counters.

Marketing launch of automatic banknote detectors.
Expansion of distribution in Europe.

National distribution through trading partners.
Start PBS catalogue trading through Printus, Schäfer Shop and Otto Office.

Founding of a branch in Ovada (AL), Italy.

Development and market launch of the money scale RS 1000,  
according to the "counting money by weight" principle.

Development of a new generation of banknote detectors.
Market launch of the Soldi Smart series.
Expansion of the portfolio of ratiotec banknote counters.
Development and market launch of the rapidcount T-series.

Development and market launch of the 
rapidcount S-series.

Expansion of the ratiotec coin counter range with the coinsorter CS 250.
Market launch of the 1.5-pocket banknote counter rapidcount X 500.

2018 Market launch of the banknote counter rapidcount X 400.

Relaunch of the ratiotec corporate identity.
Marketing the money scale in the USA.
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RATIOTEC UPDATE MANAGER
READY FOR THE NEW EURO

Install once, use continuously – a single 
software for all updates. 

New Euro notes for Europe
The European Central Bank (ECB) started to 
introduce the second Euro banknote series 
(EUR2) in 2013. All banknotes are equipped 
with improved security features. Following the 
introduction of the new 50 Euro note in April 
2017, the new 100 and 200 Euro notes will be 
brought into circulation shortly.

What does that mean for my device?
An update is required so that your banknote 
detectors and banknote counters can recognise 
the new banknotes.

With ratiotec you will still be on the safe side!
We have developed our own software in order to 
keep your device always up to date – the rati-
otec Update Manager. After you have installed 
the software on your PC, it will inform you 
automatically as soon as a new update for your 
device is available. This applies not only to the 
new banknotes of the EUR2 series, but also to 
security or currency updates. 
The Update Manager guides you step by step 
through the update process in just a few min-
utes. 

Where can I find the Update Manager?
The Update Manager is available for download 
on our website for free: www.ratio-tec.com

This is how it works:
1. Install the software once on your Windows PC.
2. The Update Manager informs you automati-

cally as soon as a new update for your device 
is available. 

3. Open the software, connect the device, start 
the update and it’s done!
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Did you buy your ratiotec device before 1st of 
January 2014?
In this case, you do not have the license num-
ber required for the Update Manager and the 
update cable to connect the device to the PC.
However, this is not a problem! Order a license 
number and an update cable for your device 
from us. You will be able to use both of them in 
the future for further updates.

Alternatively, you can purchase the appropriate 
update kit directly. This consists of a license 
number, update cable and the update software 
on a USB stick.

CHF
€

$
£

Another function of our Update Manager – 
Money scale for the desired currency
With Update Manager you can quickly and easily 
install your desired currency combination in 
your ratiotec money scale. A currency combina-
tion always consists of a total of 3 currencies. 
On purchasing, by default your scale counts 
EUR, GBP and CHF. The currency selection is 
easily performed by "drag and drop". A license 
number is not required!
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Symbol Feature Counterfeit detection
1. WL White light Visualisation of the watermark of a banknote

2. UV Ultra violet Visualisation of UV colour (UV lamp) of a banknote. Reflection of UV light (banknote counters)  
of a banknote

3. IR Infrared Visualisation/identification of the infrared reflection pattern of a banknote

4. MG Magnetism Identification of the magnetic features of a banknote

5. MT Magnetic thread Identification of the security thread of a banknote

6. SD Format Recognition of the length, width and thickness of a banknote

7. CIS Contact Image Sensor Full image recognition of the banknote (scanner) at a resolution of at least 30 dpi

1

2 3

4

5

6
7

COUNTERFEIT DETECTION
EXPLANATION & FEATURES

Similar to the image

In addition to our manual and automatic detec-
tors, the majority of our banknote counters also 
subject banknotes to counterfeit detection. 
To make counterfeiting difficult, real banknotes 
are equipped with various security features. By 
testing these features, suspicious banknotes 
can be detected. 

You can see here which abbreviation stands for 
which feature of counterfeit detection, as you 
will encounter these again and again in this 
catalogue:
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1 2 3

simple
examination

1 2 3

combined 
examination

1 2 3

extensive 
examination

Simple counterfeit 
detection

The banknote counter 
is suitable for a small 
counting volume

The coin counter is 
suitable for a small 
counting volume

Combined counterfeit 
detection of several 
features

The banknote counter 
is suitable for a medi-
um counting volume

The coin counter is 
suitable for a medium 
counting volume

Very reliable, ex-
tensive counterfeit 
detection

The banknote counter 
is suitable for a high 
counting volume

Counting of sorted 
coins

Counting of mixed 
coins

Counting of sorted 
banknotes

Counting of mixed 
banknotes

The coin counter is 
suitable for a high 
counting volume

On the following pages you will find various pictograms in addition to our banknote counters, coin 
counters, money scales and detectors. These serve as a guide and give you a first overview of the 
device performance.

PICTOGRAMS
LEGENDS

Highest testing 
level. Even recognises 
highly professional 
counterfeits. Success-
fully tested.

100 % reliable 
counterfeit detection
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BANKNOTE DETECTORS
OVERVIEW

Manual & automatic banknote detectors 
The counterfeiting industry has become more 
and more professional over the past few years. 
Counterfeits are hardly recognisable as such 
at first sight. Protect yourself from accepting 
counterfeit money – with the help of ratiotec 
banknote detectors. You have the choice be-
tween a simple, manual check i.e. you examine 

the banknote yourself for certain features, or 
you can choose for an automatic detector from 
our Soldi Smart series. These deliver a 100% 
reliable, clear result in less than a second.

Technical data RP 50 Soldi 120 Soldi 185
Currencies All except polymeric (plastic coat-

ed) banknotes
All All

Counterfeit detection Chemical composition of a bank-
note

UV UV | WL | MG | MT

Application Banknotes Banknotes | Travel documents | Of-
ficial documents with UV features

Banknotes | Travel documents | Of-
ficial documents with UV features

Output capacity – 9 watt 9 watt UV | durable 0.3 watt WL-LED

Optional accessories – Replacement UV lamp Replacement UV lamp

Dimensions (L x W x H in mm) 135 x 16 x 16 180 x 80 x 80 185 x 95 x 110

Weight (in kg) 0.009 0.28 0.5
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Technical data Soldi Smart Soldi Smart Plus Soldi Smart Pro
Currency EUR | others optional EUR | GBP | CHF | others optional EUR | GBP | CHF | others optional *

Counting function –  (adjustable and retractable)  (adjustable and retractable)

Report function –  (Unit count | total value)  (Unit count | total value)

Acoustic signal | Signal frame  | –  | – (adjustable and retractable)  |  (adjustable and retractable)

Counterfeit detection IR | MG | MT | SD IR | MG | MT | SD IR | MG | MT | SD

Standby mode –  (15 minute intervals)  (15 minute intervals)

Banknote ejection Front | suspicious banknote rear Adjustable: front or rear | hold or 
eject a banknote

Adjustable: front or rear | hold or 
eject a banknote

User menu – Stop | Acoustic signal | LED | Eco 
mode | Banknote ejection | Lan-
guage | reset

Stop | Acoustic signal | LED | Eco 
mode | Banknote ejection | Lan-
guage | reset

Display LED symbols 14 segment LED display 14 segment LED display

Opening possible   

Speed per banknote 0.3 seconds 0.3 seconds 0.3 seconds

Update Update Manager | microSD card Update Manager | microSD card Update Manager | microSD card

Optional accessories Rechargeable battery | Cleaning set Rechargeable battery | Cleaning set Rechargeable battery | Cleaning set

Scope of delivery Power cable | User manual Power cable | User manual Power cable | User manual

Dimensions (L x W x H in mm) 170 x 135 x 80 170 x 135 x 80 170 x 135 x 80 

Weight (in kg) 0.5 0.5 0.5

* also available as USD variant 
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The ideal solution if you:
• also want to check manually other 

features in addition to the UV features

The ideal solution if you:
• want to check banknotes discreetly and 

unobtrusively
• want a quick and easy check of a 

feature

The ideal solution if you:
• want to check manually banknotes, 

travel documents, or official documents 
with UV features on them

RP 50 | SOLDI 120 | SOLDI 185 
BANKNOTE DETECTORS

Soldi 120 – manual detector for UV 
features

Overview:
• For all currencies, except polymeric (plastic 

coated) banknotes
• Counterfeit detection: Chemical composition
• Simply mark the banknote with the detector 

pen
• Light discoloration = real banknote  

Dark discoloration = suspicious banknote
• The indicator colour disappears on real bank-

notes after only a few seconds

real banknote suspicious banknote

Overview:
• For all currencies
• Counterfeit detection: UV
• Application: Banknotes | Travel documents | 

Official documents with UV features
• The UV lamp makes fluorescence features 

visible

Soldi 185 – manual detector for UV, 
WL, MG and MT features

Overview:
• For all currencies
• Counterfeit detection: UV | WL | MG | MT
• Application: Banknotes | Travel documents | 

Official documents with UV features
• The UV lamp makes fluorescent features 

visible, the white light shows the watermark 
and the magnetic sensor checks for magnetic 
properties

RP 50 – Banknote detector pen

Fluorescent features become visible with the help of 
the UV lamp (Soldi 120 & 185)

The watermark becomes recognisable by the 
white light (Soldi 185 only)

1 2 3

simple
examination

1 2 3

simple
examination

1 2 3

combined 
examination
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The ideal solution if you:
• are looking for a compact solution for 

POS
• want very reliable, fast counterfeit 

detection at a low price 
• do not need additional functions

Soldi Smart – automatic banknote 
detector

The compact solution which is ideal for the POS 
– the Soldi Smart automatic banknote detector. 
The LED symbols and the acoustic warning 
signal deliver a clear result in less than a sec-
ond. Suspicious banknotes are also ejected to 
the rear. No manual examination required, no 
additional functions, no training required!

SOLDI SMART 
BANKNOTE DETECTOR

Overview:
• Currency: EUR | others optional
• Counterfeit detection: IR | MG | MT | SD
• 100% reliable testing in less than a second
• Clear result via LED symbols and acoustic 

warning signal
• Suspicious banknotes are ejected to the rear.
• As there is only the on and off button and 

no user menu with additional functions, the 
device can not be accidentally reconfigured.

• Especially durable thanks to high quality and 
outstanding workmanship

• Can also be used mobile (rechargeable battery 
optional) 

• Easy to open and easy to clean

1 2 3

extensive 
examination

real banknote suspicious banknote Easy to clean: Open up - free from dust and dirt - 
close it again - and it’s done!

100 % reliable 

counterfeit detection
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SOLDI SMART PLUS 
BANKNOTE DETECTOR

Soldi Smart Plus – Automatic  
banknote detector

Overview:
• Currency: EUR | GBP | CHF | others optional
• Counterfeit detection: IR | MG | MT | SD
• 100% reliable testing in less than a second
• Clear result by means of LED display and 

warning signal 
• Configurable whether a suspicious banknote 

should be ejected or held at the rear or the 
front

• 5 language user menu
• Especially durable thanks to high quality and 

outstanding workmanship
• Can also be used mobile (rechargeable battery 

optional)
• Easy to open and easy to clean

Our banknote detector Soldi Smart Plus com-
bines design, functionality and efficiency in 
a compact POS solution. The high quality LED 
display and the acoustic warning signal give you 
a clear result in less than a second.

The ideal solution if you:
• are looking for a compact solution for 

the POS
• want very reliable, fast counterfeit 

detection
• want to use additional functions in 

addition to the test, e.g. counting func-
tion, language setting, eco mode, etc.

real banknote Easy to clean: Open up - free from dust and dirt - 
close it again - and it’s done!

suspicious banknote

1 2 3

extensive 
examination

100 % reliable counterfeit detection
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The ideal solution if you:
• are looking for a compact solution for 

the POS
• want very reliable, fast counterfeit 

detection
• attach particular importance to a no-

ticeable and clear visual warning signal
• want to use additional functions in 

addition to the test, e.g. counting func-
tion, language setting, eco mode, etc.

Soldi Smart Pro – Automatic banknote 
detector

Innovative and discreet – the automatic bank-
note detector Soldi Smart Pro with counting 
function. The LED signal frame and the acoustic 
warning signal deliver a clear result at the POS. 
Both signals can be disabled for a discrete 
check.

Overview:
• Currency: EUR | GBP | CHF | others optional
• Also available as USD variant
• Counterfeit detection: IR | MG | MT | SD
• 100% reliable testing in less than a second
• Clear result via LED signal frame and acoustic 

warning signal
• Configurable whether a suspicious banknote 

should be ejected or held at the rear or the 
front

• 5 language user menu
• Especially durable thanks to high quality and 

outstanding workmanship
• Can also be used mobile (rechargeable battery 

optional) 
• Easy to open and easy to clean

real banknote suspicious banknote

1 2 3

extensive 
examination

SOLDI SMART PRO 
BANKNOTE DETECTOR

Easy to clean: Open up - free from dust and dirt - close 
it again - and it’s done!

100 % reliable 

counterfeit detection
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Technical data rapidcount B 20 rapidcount B 40 rapidcount compact
Currency EUR | others optional EUR | others optional EUR | GBP | CHF

Type Piece counter Piece counter Piece and value counter

Banknotes sorted banknotes sorted banknotes sorted and unsorted banknotes

Counterfeit detection UV | IR UV | IR | MG | SD IR | MG | MT | SD

Speed 1,000 banknotes per minute 1,000 banknotes per minute 225 banknotes per minute

Operational performance 200,000 banknotes per year 200,000 banknotes per year 100,000 banknotes per year

Capacity of Feeder | Ejection 100 | 200 100 | 200 100 | 100

Addition | Batch function  |   |   | 

Report function – – 

Print function – – 

Start-Stop-Automatic   

Connections Power plug | External display Power plug | External display | 
Update connection

Power plug | Printer | External 
display | Mini USB

Update Not required Update Manager Update Manager

Scope of delivery Power cable | User manual |  
External display

Power cable | User manual |  
Update cable | External display

Power cable | User manual |  
Banknote holder

Optional accessories Dust protection cover | Cleaning set Dust protection cover | Cleaning set Receipt printer | Cleaning set | 
Rechargeable battery

Dimensions (L x W x H in mm) 289 x 260 x 174 289 x 260 x 174 170 x 157 x 152

Weight (in kg) 5.1 5.1 1.6

BANKNOTE COUNTERS
OVERVIEW

rapidcount compact, B- & S-series
The models of the rapidcount B- and S-series 
belong to the so-called "backloaders", i.e. the 
banknote feeder is located in the upper, rear 
area of the devices. A smaller quantity (about 
100 banknotes) can be easily inserted here. 
Thanks to the addition function, you can always 

refill new notes. These are calculated in the 
overall result. The side feeder of the compact 
model also magnificently handles small quanti-
ties and can – as well as the stacker – be folded 
after use.
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Technical data rapidcount S 200 rapidcount S 225 rapidcount S 275
Currency EUR | others optional EUR | others optional EUR | others optional

Type Piece counter Piece and value counter Piece and value counter

Banknotes sorted banknotes sorted and unsorted banknotes sorted and unsorted banknotes

Counterfeit detection UV | MG UV | SD UV | IR | MG | SD

Speed 1,000 banknotes per minute 1,000 banknotes per minute 1,000 banknotes per minute

Operational performance 400,000 banknotes per year 400,000 banknotes per year 400,000 banknotes per year

Capacity of Feeder | Ejection 100 | 200 100 | 200 100 | 200

Addition | Batch function  |   |   | 

Report function –  

Print function –  

Start-Stop-Automatic   

Connections Power cable | Update connection Power cable | Printer | Update 
connection

Power cable | Printer | Update 
connection

Update Update Manager Update Manager Update Manager

Scope of delivery Power cable | User manual |  
Update cable

Power cable | User manual |  
Update cable

Power cable | User manual |  
Update cable

Optional accessories Dust protection cover | Cleaning set Dust protection cover | Cleaning set |  
Receipt printer

Dust protection cover | Cleaning set |  
Receipt printer

Dimensions (L x W x H in mm) 306 x 274 x 195 306 x 274 x 195 306 x 274 x 195

Weight (in kg) 7.5 7.5 7.5
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Technical data rapidcount T 200 rapidcount T 225 rapidcount T 275
Currency EUR | GBP | CHF | USD | SEK | CZK | 

RON | PLN | SCO
EUR | GBP EUR | GBP | CHF | others optional

Type Piece counter Piece and value counter Piece and value counter

Banknotes sorted banknotes sorted and unsorted banknotes sorted and unsorted banknotes

Counterfeit detection UV | IR | MG | MT | SD UV | SD UV | IR | MG | MT | SD

Speed 1,000 banknotes per minute 1,000 banknotes per minute 1,000 banknotes per minute

Operational performance 800,000 banknotes per year 800,000 banknotes per year 800,000 banknotes per year

Capacity of Feeder | Ejection 300 | 220 300 | 220 300 | 220

Addition | Batch function  |   |   | 

Report function –  

Print function –  

Start-Stop-Automatic   

Connections Power plug | Display Power plug | Display | Printer | 
Update connection

Power plug | Display | Printer | 
Update connection

Update Update Manager Update Manager Update Manager

Scope of delivery Power cable | User manual | Clean-
ing brush | Update cable

Power cable | User manual | Clean-
ing brush | Update cable

Power cable | User manual | Clean-
ing brush | Update cable

Optional accessories Dust protection cover | Cleaning set Receipt printer | Dust protection 
cover | Cleaning set

Receipt printer | Dust protection 
cover | Cleaning set

Dimensions (L x W x H in mm) 260 x 280 x 260 260 x 280 x 260 260 x 280 x 260

Weight (in kg) 7.0 7.0 7.0

rapidcount T- & X-series
The banknote counters of the rapidcount T- and 
X-series belong to the so-called "frontloaders". 
In contrast to the "backloaders", the banknote 
feeder is located in the front, upper area of the 
device. The notes can simply be placed here 

as a whole stack. The adjustable rails assist in 
achieving optimum alignment. The counters can 
easily process even large stacks of notes due to 
the high feeder.

BANKNOTE COUNTERS
OVERVIEW
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Technical data rapidcount X 400 rapidcount X 500
Currency EUR | GBP | USD | RON | CHF | PLN | others 

optional
EUR | GBP | USD | RON | CHF | PLN | others 
optional

Type Piece and value counter Piece and value counter

Banknotes sorted and unsorted banknotes sorted and unsorted banknotes

Counterfeit detection UV | IR | MG | MT | SD | CIS UV | IR | MG | MT | SD | CIS

Speed 1,000 banknotes per minute 1,200 banknotes per minute

Operational performance 1 million banknotes per year 1,4 million banknotes per year

Capacity of Feeder | Ejection 500 | 200 500 | 200 (Reject tray: 50 banknotes)

Addition | Batch function  |   | 

Report function  

Print function  

Start-Stop-Automatic  

Connections Power cable | Printer | USB Power cable | Printer | USB

Update USB stick | Update Manager USB stick | Update Manager

Scope of delivery Power cable | User manual | Calibration cards Power cable | User manual | Calibration cards

Optional accessories Receipt printer | Dust protection cover | Cleaning 
set

Receipt printer | Dust protection cover | Cleaning 
set

Dimensions (L x W x H in mm) 240 x 280 x 297 340 x 335 x 335

Weight (in kg) 7.4 9.4
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The ideal solution if you:
• have presorted banknotes 
• only want to determine the number of 

notes
• have a small counting volume (about 

200,000 banknotes/year)
• are looking for a low priced entry level 

model

RAPIDCOUNT B 20 | B 40 | COMPACT 
BANKNOTE COUNTERS

rapidcount B 20 | B 40 – Piece counter

Overview:
• Piece counter 
• Currencies: EUR | others optional
• Ideal for small counting volumes
• Counterfeit detection:  

B20: UV I IR  
B 40: UV I IR I MG I SD

• Batch function (counting stop according to 
specified number of notes)

• unbeatable value for money

small volumes

20

20

20

20

sorted

1 2 3

simple
examination

1 2 3

combined 
examination

B20 B40

Our solid entry level models for small counting 
volumes. Both the B 20 and the B 40 reliably 
and quickly determine the quantity of your 
presorted notes.
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The ideal solution if you:
• in addition to the number of pieces 

also want to determine the value of the 
notes counted

• have a small counting volume (about 
100,000 banknotes/year)

• want reliable counterfeit detection
• are looking for a space saving device, 

but still do not want to miss the  
functions of the "larger" ratiotec 
devices

• want to have the ability to count bank-
notes easily while on the go

After use simply fold the compact together 
and save even more space!

rapidcount compact – Piece and value 
counters 

The name speaks for itself – our compact 
banknote counter for the small business.

Overview:
• Piece and value counter 
• Currencies: EUR, GBP and CHF
• Ideal for small counting volumes
• Counterfeit detection: IR I MG I MT I SD
• Display of total amount and quantities per 

type of note
• Batch function (stop counting according to 

specified number of notes) 
• Print function for a clear printout of the 

counting results
• Small and compact
• Also suitable for mobile use thanks to the 

optional rechargeable battery

small volumes

20

5

20

50

mixed

1 2 3

extensive 
examination

20

20

20

sorted
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The ideal solution if you:
• have presorted banknotes 
• only want to determine the number of 

notes
• have a small counting volume  

(about 400,000 banknotes/year)
• attach importance to a clear display 

and intuitive operation

RAPIDCOUNT S 200 | 225 | 275 
BANKNOTE COUNTERS

rapidcount S 200 – Piece counter

The classic one for small counting volumes in 
a new design. The Piece counter S 200 with 
combined counterfeit detection reliably counts 
presorted banknotes. 

Overview:
• Piece counter 
• Currencies: EUR | others optional
• Ideal for small counting volumes
• Counterfeit detection: UV | MG
• High quality TFT colour display

1 2 3

combined 
examination

20

20

20

sortedsmall volumes

20

The language selection is possible via the high 
quality TFT colour display.
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The ideal solution if you:
• in addition to the number of pieces 

also want to determine the value of the 
notes counted

• have a small counting volume  
(about 400,000 banknotes/year)

• attach importance to a clear display 
and intuitive operation

• are looking for a low priced entry level 
model

Overview:
• Piece and value counter 
• Currencies: EUR | others optional
• Ideal for small counting volumes
• Counterfeit detection:  

S 225: UV | SD 
S 275: UV | IR | MG | SD

• Display of total amount and quantities per 
type of note

• Batch function (stop counting according to 
specified number of notes) 

• Print function for a clear printout of the 
counting results

• High quality TFT colour display

rapidcount S 225 & S 275 – Piece and 
value counter 

The two models S 225 and S 275 from the newly 
launched S series quickly determine not only 
the quantity but also the exact value of the 
banknotes.

5

20

50

mixed

1 2 3

combined 
examination

20

20

20

sortedsmall volumes

20
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RAPIDCOUNT T 200 | 225 | 275  
BANKNOTE COUNTERS

rapidcount T 200 – Piece counter

Magnificent and powerful – our rapidcount 
T 200 banknote counter. The piece counter with 
counterfeit detection reliably counts presorted 
banknotes.

Overview:
• Piece counter 
• Ideal for medium counting volumes 
• Currencies: EUR | GBP | CHF | USD | SEK | CZK 

| RON
• Counterfeit detection: UV | IR | MG | MT | SD
• Batch function (counting stop according to 

specified number of notes)
• Counts even heavily worn and dirty banknotes 

without any problem
• Self-explanatory operating concept 

The ideal solution if you:
• have presorted banknotes 
• have a medium counting volume (about 

800,000 banknotes/year)
• only want to determine the number of 

notes
• want reliable counterfeit detection

1 2 3

extensive 
examination

20

20

20

sortedmedium volumes

20

The rapidcount T-series can handle even high 
banknote stacks without any problems.
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The ideal solution if you:
• in addition to the number of pieces also 

want to determine the value of the notes 
counted

• have a medium counting volume  
(about 800,000 banknotes/year) 

• want reliable counterfeit detection (T 275)

rapidcount T 225 | T 275 – Piece and 
value counters

The T-series piece and value counters with a 
simple (T 225) and extensive counterfeit detec-
tion (T275) reliably count sorted and unsorted 
banknotes.

Overview:
• Piece and value counter 
• Ideal for medium counting volumes 
• Currencies:  

T 225: EUR | GBP | others optional  
T 275: Value counting and testing: EUR | GBP | 
CHF (unsorted banknotes)  
piece counter and detector: USD | SEK | CZK | 
RON | TRY | PLN | BGN (sorted banknotes)

• Counterfeit detection:  
T 225: UV | SD 
T 275: UV I IR I MG I MT I SD

• Display of total amount and quantities per 
type of note

• Batch function (counting stop according to 
specified number of notes)

• Print function for a clear printout of the 
counting results

• Counts even heavily worn and dirty banknotes 
without any problem

• Self-explanatory operating concept

5

20

50

mixed

1 2 3

simple
examination

1 2 3

extensive 
examination

20

20

20

sortedmedium volumes

20

T225 T275
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RAPIDCOUNT X 400 
BANKNOTE COUNTER

rapidcount X 400 – Piece and value 
counter

The ideal solution if you:
• in addition to the number of pieces 

also want to determine the value of the 
notes counted

• have a high counting volume (about  
1 million banknotes/year)

• want very reliable, extensive counter-
feit detection

• attach importance to easy cleaning

Overview:
• Piece and value counter 
• Ideal for high counting volumes
• Currencies: EUR | GBP | USD | CHF | PLN
• Counterfeit detection: UV | IR | MG | MT | SD | 

CIS
• Large feeder for high banknote stacks
• High quality TFT colour display with touch 

screen
• Display of total amount and quantities per 

type of note
• Batch function (stop counting according to 

specified number of notes) 
• Print function for a clear printout of the 

counting results
• Serial numbers are recognised and can be 

printed if required
• Comfortable cleaning and easy removal of 

stuck and jammed banknotes thanks to the 
easy to open transport unit.
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In addition to its elegant design and the high 
quality TFT colour display with touchscreen, the 
X 400 convinces with numerous functions and 
its 100% reliable counterfeit detection thanks to 
CIS full screen recognition.

100 % reliable counterfeit detection
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Comfortable cleaning and easy removal of stuck 
and jammed banknotes thanks to the easy to 
open transport unit. 

Thanks to the large feeder it is ideal for counting 
high banknote stacks. 

Currency selection via high quality TFT colour 
display with touchscreen surface.
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RAPIDCOUNT X 500 
BANKNOTE COUNTER

rapidcount X 500 – Piece and value 
counter 

The 1.5-pocket professional with 100% reliable 
counterfeit detection. Thanks to the additional 
reject compartment, the value and piece 
counter can process up to 1,200 banknotes per 
minute without interruptions.

Overview:
• Piece and value counter 
• Currency: EUR | GBP | USD | RON | CHF
• Counterfeit detection: UV | IR | MG | MT | SD | CIS
• Ideal for high counting volumes
• Simultaneous counting of different currencies 

possible
• Large feeder for high banknote stacks
• High quality TFT colour display with touch 

screen
• Suspicious, heavily soiled or damaged bank-

notes are sorted into the additional reject 
compartment without any interruption of the 
counting process

• Display of total amount and quantities per 
type of note

• Batch function (counting stop according to 
specified value or specified number of notes) 

• Print function for a clear printout of the 
counting results

• Sorting of banknotes by type and orientation 
possible

• Serial numbers are recognised and can be 
printed if required

• Easy to open transport units allow the removal 
of stuck or jammed notes and the comfortable 
cleaning of the device

The ideal solution if you:
• have a high counting volume  

(about 1,4 million banknotes/year)
• want very reliable, extensive counter-

feit detection
• need to count even heavily worn and 

dirty banknotes
• want to count many unsorted bank-

notes at the same time 
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100 % reliable counterfeit detection
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Currency selection via high quality TFT colour 
display with touchscreen surface. It is also 
possible to count mixed banknote of different 
currencies.

Suspicious, damaged or highly soiled bank-
notes are ejected to the reject compartment. 
This allows a smooth counting process.

Comfortable cleaning and easy removal of stuck 
and jammed banknotes thanks to easy to open 
transport units.
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Technical data RS 1000 RS 1200 RS 2000
Currency EUR | GBP | CHF | others optional EUR | GBP | CHF | others optional EUR | GBP | CHF | others optional

Counting of banknote bundles | 
Coin rolls

– – |   | 

Dynamic weighing function  
(EUR1 and EUR2 mixed count)

– – 

Auto-Save-Function  
(Shows the last counting result)

– – 

Change function –  

Auto-Add-Function   

Auto-Continue-Function   

Standby mode – – 

Operation Battery | Power cable Battery | Power cable Battery | Power cable

Connections Power cable | Printer | USB Power cable | Printer | USB Power cable | Printer | USB

Update Update Manager Update Manager Not required

Scope of delivery Power cable | Weighing hod |  
Coin bowl | Calibration weight | 
User manual

Power cable | Weighing hod |  
Coin bowl | Calibration weight | 
User manual

Power cable | XL weighing hod | 
Coin bowl | Calibration weight | 
User manual

Optional accessories XL weighing hod | Receipt printer | 
RS accounting software | Till cups

XL weighing hod | Receipt printer | 
RS accounting software | Till cups

Receipt printer | RS accounting 
software | Till cups

Dimensions (L x W x H in mm) 190 x 130 x 50 190 x 130 x 50 190 x 130 x 148

Weight (in kg) 0.44 0.44 0.44

RS 1000 | 1200 | RS 2000  
MONEY SCALES

Money scales and till cups
Counting money by weighing – the entire cash 
accounting in under 2 minutes with our money 
scales. Easily count sorted coins and banknotes 
with just one device. Due to the enormous 
time savings in the area of cash accounting our 

money scale pays for itself within the shortest 
time. With the help of coin containers (till cups), 
which are available for all common cash drawer 
models, the duration is further reduced.
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ratiotec till cups – for even faster, 
more comfortable counting of coins

Save even more time with your cash accounting 
through the use of till cups! For each of our 
money scales, you can tare up to eight differ-
ently sized till cups. We offer you a selection of 
till cups for different cash drawers from various 
manufacturers.

Our customer support team will be 
pleased to advise you and help you to 
find the right till cup for your cash draw-
er: Just call us at +49 (0) 201/361 49 - 0 
(Monday to Friday from 8am to 5pm)!

We are pleased to assist you so that the imple-
mentation of money scales in your company will 
be a complete success. 

Our service for the perfect start: 
• On site training 
• Assistance with the connection of the money 

scale to your ERP system.
• easy to understand introductory videos
• a practical installation guide
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RS 1000 | 1200 | 2000 
MONEY SCALES
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Overview:
• RS 1000: counts banknotes and coins
• RS 1200: counts banknotes, coins and coin rolls
• Currency: EUR | GBP | CHF | Other optional 

Desired currency combinations can simply be 
put together via Update Manager by means of 
"Drag & Drop" 

• Static weighing function (count EUR1 and 
EUR2 separately, meaning that banknotes 
must be sorted according to old and new EUR 
series)

• Reference weighing function (for prescrip-
tions, vouchers and various sales slips)

• Available optionally: XL weighing hod (allows 
intermittent feeding and counting of up to 400 
banknotes)

• Operation via battery or mains cable

RS 1000 | 1200 – our basic models 
with static weighing function

Counting money can be this easy! With our af-
fordable entry level models RS 1000 and 1200, 
you can easily count coins and banknotes. The 
self-explanatory menu guidance accompanies 
you automatically through the complete cash 
accounting.

The ideal solution if you:
• have sorted banknotes and sorted 

coins
• only want to use one device for the 

complete cash accounting
• want to save time and space

The coint cup includ-
ed in the scope of 
delivery allows the 
counting of coins.

Optionally available 
till cups allow even 
faster counting of 
coins.

Euro coin tubes can 
also be counted 
without problems (RS 
1200 only).
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Overview:
• Counts banknotes, banknote bundles, coins 

and coin rolls
• Currency: EUR | GBP | CHF | Other optional 

Desired currency combinations can simply be 
put together via Update Manager by means of 
"Drag & Drop" 

• Dynamic weighing function (counting mixed 
EUR1 and EUR2)

• No update required
• XL weighing hod allows intermittent feeding 

and counting of up to 400 banknotes
• Reference weighing function (for prescrip-

tions, vouchers and various sales slips)
• Operation via battery or mains cable

NEW: Optimised change function

To simplify your cash management further, we 
have optimised our change function. In the 
future, at the end of the counting process, you 
can use our "Info button" to view both the total 
of your count as well as the amount of money 
that can be withdrawn from your cash account in 
coins or notes to maintain your desired (individ-
ually adjustable) change reserve. 

The ideal solution if you:
• have sorted banknotes and sorted 

coins
• want to save time and space
• only want to use one device for the 

complete cash accounting
• count mixed old and new notes and 

do not want to make any additional 
updates

Your cash accounting in less than 2 minutes. The 
RS 2000 is the ideal solution for your complete 
cash management. Using the principle of "dy-
namically learning" new weights, it can easily 
count mixed old and new Euro banknotes of one 
denomination. 

RS 2000 – our all rounder with dynam-
ic weighing function

Optionally available 
till cups allow even 
faster counting of 
coins.

Euro coin rolls can 
also be counted 
without problems.

The coin cup includ-
ed in the scope of 
delivery allows the 
counting of coins.
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RCD 100 | 250 | 350 | 450 
CASH DRAWERS

Cash drawers
Our RCD cash drawers – ideal for secure cash 
flow at the POS. Choose your individual solution 
from our range of electrical and manual cash 
drawers. You can combine perfectly your ratio-
tec cash drawer with our money scales. 

Flip-top cash drawer RCD 100 

• Electronic flip-top cash drawer
• Ideal for high coin and banknote volumes  

(8 coin boxes | 8 banknote compartments)
• Compact solution for restricted cash register 

areas
• 3-position-lock
• Electronic or manual opening (with key)
• Standard 24 volt RJ11 connector for automatic 

opening via the POS system
• Separate slot for various sales slips
• Available optionally: Cash drawer inserts | 

lockable cover for cash drawer inserts
• Dimensions (L x W x H in mm): 460 x 170 x 100
• Weight (in kg): 5.0

Telescopic cash drawer RCD 250

• Electronic telescopic cash drawer
• Ideal for high cash volumes (8 coin boxes |  

6 banknote compartments)
• 3-position-lock
• Electronic or manual opening (with key)
• 2 separate slots for various sales slips  

(vouchers, receipts, etc.)
• Roller mounted telescopic rails
• Standard 24 volt RJ11 connector for automatic 

opening via the POS system
• Available optionally: Cash drawer inserts | 

lockable cover for cash drawer inserts 
• Dimensions (L x W x H in mm): 410 x 420 x 100
• Weight (in kg): 7.6

The till cups of all RCD models can be easily 
calibrated with just one movement. 
This will save you even more time with your 
cash accounting!
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Telescopic cash drawer RCD 350

• Electronic telescopic cash drawer
• Ideal for high coin and banknote volumes  

(8 coin boxes | 8 banknote compartments)
• 3-position-lock
• Electronic or manual opening (with key)
• Separate slot for various sales slips
• High quality roller mounted telescopic rails
• Standard 24 volt RJ11 connector for automatic 

opening via the POS system
• Available optionally: Cash drawer inserts | 

lockable cover for cash drawer inserts 
• Dimensions (L x W x H in mm): 328 x 422 x 130
• Weight (in kg): 8.3

Telescopic cash drawer RCD 450

• Electronic telescopic cash drawer
• Ideal for high coin and banknote volumes  

(8 coin boxes | 8 banknote compartments)
• 3-position-lock
• Electronic or manual opening (with key)
• 2 separate slots for various sales slips
• High quality roller mounted telescopic rails
• Standard 24 volt RJ11 connector for automatic 

opening via the POS system
• Available optionally: Cash drawer inserts | 

lockable cover for cash drawer inserts
• Dimensions (L x W x H in mm): 415 x 425 x 130
• Weight (in kg): 10.5
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Technical data CS 50 CS 250*

Counts coins | sorts coins  |   | 

Currency EUR EUR

Display LED display LED display

Speed 200 coins per minute 550 coins per minute

Operational performance 200,000 hours per year 400,000 hours per year

Capacity of feeder 250-400 coins 500-600 coins 

Display of total amount | amounts  |   | 

Batch function (adjustable quantity stops)  

Connections Mains plug Mains plug | Printer

Optional accessories Tubular output set | Coin wrappers Receipt printer

Dimensions (L x W x H in mm) 335 x 350 x 270 330 x 330 x 255

Weight (in kg) 5.0 4.8 

COIN COUNTERS AND SORTERS
OVERVIEW

All coin counters
The manual counting of coins is extremely 
laborious, costs valuable time and can not be 
accomplished beyond a certain amount. Make 
more meaningful use of your time and leave 
the work to our coin counters! We offer the right 
device for different coin volumes. The same 

* Also available in the variant "CS 250 special"
In contrast to the standard model, the CS 250 
special has only 5 coin containers (10 cents | 20 
cents | 50 cents | 1 Euro | 2 Euro) and is therefore 
suitable for companies that do not accept 1, 2 or 
5 cent pieces, e.g. for casinos or gaming salons. 

CS 250 special CS 250

principle applies to all: Simply pour the coins 
into the feeder and receive a detailed result at 
the end of the count. Our coin counters from the 
CS-series not only count your coins, they also 
sort them. 
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The ideal solution if you:
• want to count and sort mixed coins
• have a small coin volume (about 

200,000 coins/year)
• want to be able to fill coins in coin 

tubes comfortably (see optional 
accessories)

COINSORTER CS 50 | 250
COIN COUNTERS AND SORTERS

10

small volumes

1
10

50
2

mixed

coinsorter CS 50 – Coin counter and 
sorter

Overview:
• Counts and sorts Euro coins
• Display of total amount and quantities per 

type of coin
• Batch function allows the storing of counting 

stops per type
• The optionally available tubular output set 

enables the wrapping of the coins

The optionally available tubular output set 
allows you to wrap the coins in a simple and 
fast way. 

10

sorted

10
10

Our magnificent entry level model CS 50 for 
smaller counting volumes counts your Euro 
coins fast and reliably.
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Overview:
• Counts and sorts Euro coins 
• Display of total amount and quantities per 

coin type at a glance
• Batch function allows the storing of counting 

stops per type
• Print function for a clear printout of the 

counting results 
• Minimum wear due to robust metal plate 

inside the device
• Removable coin feeder allows the removal of 

foreign matter from the coin feeder and easy 
cleaning of the machine 

• Foam inserts in the coin cups reduce the noise 
volume during the counting process

coinsorter CS 250 – Coin counter and 
sorter

The ideal solution if you:
• want to count and sort mixed coins
• have a small coin volume (about 

400,000 coins/year)
• Attach importance to easy cleaning and 

maintenance

Thanks to the easy to open transport unit, 
foreign objects can be removed from the coin 
feeder and the internal sensors can be cleaned.

10

sorted

10
10

Minimum wear and reliable counting results – 
the robust CS 250 for medium counting volumes.
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With the mobile thermal receipt printer RTP 300 
you can quickly and conveniently print out your 
complete cash and daily accounting.  
It is perfect for use in the back office as well as 
at the POS.

• Mobile thermal receipt printer
• Ideal for the POS | Back office
• Clear print out of counting results
• Replace the receipt roll with just one move-

ment
• Processing of different length receipt rolls
• Fast and self-explanatory operation
• Power supply: Desktop power supply | Re-

chargeable battery (3 Ah)
• Max. diameter per receipt roll: 50 mm
• Scope of delivery:  

Power cable | User manual
• Optional accessories:  

Rechargeable battery | Receipt rolls (5 pcs per set)
• Dimensions (L x W x H in mm): 134 x 95 x 66
• Weight (in kg): 0.25

RTP 300 
THERMAL RECEIPT PRINTER

RTP 300 & X 500
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compact S 225 | S 275T 225 | T 275

X 400 X 500

CS 250 | CS 250 special RS 1000 | RS 1200 RS 2000

Compatible with ratiotec devices:

• rapidcount banknote counters: compact, S 225, S 275, T 225, T 275, X 400, X 500
• Coin counter and sorters CS 250, CS 250 special
• Money scales: RS 1000, RS 1200, RS 2000
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POS Safe RT 500

For easy and low priced storage of your bank-
notes. The ratiotec POS Safe RT 500 comes 
with two separate keys for its removal from the 
cash desk and for the opening of the safe. The 
extended XL-rail allows flexible positioning. 
Banknotes can be easily and safely skimmed via 
the mechanical lever.

• Mechanical safe with 2 key system: 
One key to remove the safe from the cash 
desk and the other key to open the safe

• Simple installation below the cash desk which 
is not visible to the customer

• The extended XL-rail allows flexible positioning.
• Steel housing
• Removable steel cashbox for banknotes
• Quick and safe skimming of banknotes by 

means of the mechanical lever
• Dimensions (L x W x H in mm): 340 x 225 x 100
• Weight (in kg): 2.6

POS SAFE RT 500 | RT 650 | RT 750
CASH STORAGE AT THE POS
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POS Safe RT 650

Ideal for the secure storage of high banknote 
volumes at the POS. The ratiotec POS Safe RT 
650 with key system allows a quick and direct 
skimming of banknotes via the banknote 
insertion slot.

• Safe with key system
• Solid steel housing
• Removable storage made of plastic for 

banknotes
• Skimming of banknotes by means of the 

banknote insertion slot
• Simple installation below the cash desk which 

is not visible to the customer
• Dimensions (L x W x H in mm): 300 x 115 x 280
• Weight (in kg): 7.4

POS Safe RT 750

Ideal for the secure storage of high banknote 
volumes at the POS. The ratiotec POS Safe 
RT 750 allows a quick and direct skimming of 
banknotes via the banknote insertion slot. The 
electronic pin-code system with a time delay 
of up to 4 minutes and 30 seconds offers the 
highest possible security.

• Electronic pin code system
• Time lock security with delay of up to 4 min-

utes and 30 seconds
• Solid steel housing
• Removable storage made of plastic for 

banknotes
• Skimming of banknotes by means of the 

banknote insertion slot
• Simple installation below the cash desk which 

is not visible to the customer
• Operation via battery and USB cable
• Dimensions (L x W x H in mm): 300 x 115 x 280
• Weight (in kg): 7.4

Inside view RT 500

Inside view RT 750 (RT 650 similar)
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ACCESSORIES 
OVERVIEW

ratiotec Update kits

• Install once, use continuously – a single 
software for all updates

• All updates (EUR2 | Currencies | Counter-
feits) automatically

• Scope of delivery: USB stick with ratiotec 
update software | License number for a 
device | Update cable

Purse with coin dispenser

• High quality purse 
• Flexible carrying strap | Magnetic closure
• Transparent coin dispenser for 8 coin 

types (coin capacity approx. 100 Euro)
• 4 banknote compartments

Dust protection cover

• Protects your banknote counter from dust 
and damage

• Also available for the coin counter and 
sorter CS 50

Compressed air spray

• Compressed air spray for the quick 
cleaning of dust and dirt from banknote 
counters, coin counters or detectors

• Ideal in combination with ratiotec cleaning 
sets

• Available in two different sizes (100 ml and 
400 ml)

XL weighing cradle for money scale RS 
1000 | 1200

• Allows the stacking of very high banknote 
volume

• Stacking volume of up to 400 banknotes
• Suitable for money scales RS 1000 and 

1200
• Dimensions (L x W x H in mm):  

135 x 141 x 14

Cleaning sets

• For the practical cleaning of your device
• Variant 1 for banknote counters (3 cleaning 

films made of microfiber, 3 cleaning cloth 
sets for the housing surface)

• Variant 2 for banknote detectors and 
receipt printers (25 ml cleaner for optical 
sensors, 3 cleaning swabs, 3 cleaning 
cloth sets for the housing surface)

Cleaning card set

• For the optimum interior cleaning of your 
banknote counter

• Contains 3 special cleaning cards
• Just run it through the machine like a 

banknote and clean the device from dust 
and dirt on the inside

Wrapping system
• For the quick wrapping of all coin types
• Suitable for coinsorter CS 50
• Scope of delivery: 1 wrapping system,  

8 coin cylinders
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ratiotec GmbH & Co. KG

Max-Keith-Str. 66
45136 Essen
Fon: +49 (0) 201/361 49 - 0
Fax: +49 (0) 201/361 49 - 26
www.ratio-tec.com
info@ratio-tec.de


